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Exanqpk 8-3 Liquid-Phase Isomeri&on

Llvlng Example Problt

of N o m l Butane

Normal butane. C,H,, ,is tobe isomerized to isobutme in a plug-flow reactor. Isobutane
is a valuable prduct that is used in the manufacture of gasoline additives. For example,
isobutane can be further reacted to form jso-octane. The 2004 selling price of n-butane
was 72 cents per gallon, while the price of isobutane was 89 cents per gallon.
The reaction is to k carried out adiabatically in the Iiquid phase under high p s sure using essentially mace amounts of a Iiquid catalyst which gives a specific reaction
rate of 31.1 h- at 360 K. Calculate the PFR and CSTR volumes necessq to process
100.600 gallday (163 kmollh) at 70% conversion of a mixture 90 mol % n-butane and
10 mol 9 i-pcntane, which is considered an inert. The feed enters at 330 K.

Addirional informariorl:
The economic
incentive
$ = 89ctgal
cs. 72clgal

AH,, = -6900 Jlmol. butane , Activation energy = 65.5 k.?/mol
Kc = 3.03 at 60°C.

Mole Balance:
The algorithm

C,, = 9.3 kmol/dm3 = 9.3 kmolIm3

-

FAodX - -rA

dV

Rate Law:

with

Stoichiometry (liquid phase. v = v , ):
Cq = C A a ( l - X )

c,

= CAT$'

Combine:

Folto~:'~n&
t h e Algorithr

Chap. 8

Integrating Eqi~atinoIER-3. I ) yields

Sec. 8.3
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Adiabatic Operation

Energy Balance: Recalling Equation (8-27), we have

From the problem statement

Adiabatic:

I
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Q =0

Nowork: fi=0
dcp=cpB-CpA
= 141-141 = O
Applying the preceding conditions to Equation (8-29) and m a n p i n g gives

Nomanclarute Note

hen= AH;,
A

) =A H

Parameter Evaluation

AmH,=

+ A cp(T - TR)

Eat&, = C p A+ @ C -

141

''I-(

I

]

+g
361
0.9

J/mol. K

where T is in degrees Kelvin.

Sub~titu'ingfor the activation energy. T,, and I , i n Equ=iion ( ~ 8 - 3 . 3 )we
. obtain

-

k=31.1 exp [6i.:y(3h
-- $)](h-~)

""""
.

Substituting for AH,, , T, and K,(T2) in Equation (E8-3.4) yields

Kc = 3.03 exp

Recalling the rate law gives us

-n[:- $1
-- -

(A3
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Equilibrium Conversion
At equilibrium
-rA

and therefore we can solve Equation

=0

(E8-3.7)
for the equilibrium conversion

Because we know Kc(n,we can find X, as a function of temperature.

PFR Solution
It's risky business to
ak for 709 conversion in a reversibIe
reaction.

Find the PFR volume necessary to achieve 70% conversion znd plot X.X,,-rA.

a1

down the length (volume) of the reactor. This problem statement is risky. H
Because the adiabatic equilibrium conversion may be less than 70%! Fortunately
not for the conditions here 0.7 < X,. In general, we should ask for the reactor vol
to obtain 95% of the equilibrium conversion, Xf= 0.95 X,.
We will ~ o l v ethe preceding set of equations to find the PFR reactor vol
using both hand calculations and an ODE computer solution. We carry out the !
calculation to help give an intuitive understanding of how the parameters X, and
vary with conversation and temperature. The computer solution allows us to rea
plot the reaction variables along the length of the reactor and also to study the r
tion and reactor by varying the system parameters such as CAoand Tp
Solurion by Hand Calcublion ro perhaps give grMFer insight and to build
on techniques in Chapter 2.

We will now integrate Equation (E8-3.8)using Simpson's rule after forming a t
(E8-3.1) to calculate ( F A , / - r , ) as a function of X. This procedure is similar to
descrikd in Chapter 2. We now carry out a sarnpIe calculation tu show how T
ES-3.1 was constmcted. For example, at X = 0.2.
(a) T = 330 + 43.4(0.2) = 338.6 K

Sample calculation
for Table Eg-3.1

Continuing in this manner for other conversions we can complete Table E8-3.1.

Sec. 8.3
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Make a Lcvenspiel
plot as in Chapter ?.

In order to construct a Levenspiel plot. the data from Table E8-?.I ( F A t r / - rVS.
~ X)
was used in Example 2-7 ro size reactors in series. The reactor volume for 70% will
be evaluated using the quadrature formulas. Because (FA,,/-r,) increases npidly as
we approach the adiabatic equilibrium conversion, 0.7 1. we will break the integral
into two pans.

Using Equations (A-24) and (A-22) in Appendix A, we obtain
Why are we

doing this hand
calculation? If it
isn't hstpful. send

3
3 x 0-613.74 + 3 X 2.78 f 3 x 2.50 + 3.88]m3+ -1 x 0.1
-13.88 + 4 X 5.99+ 23.25]rnL

V=

8

3

V = 1.75 m

me an emaiI and you
won't see t h ~ sagain.

3

3

+ 0.85 m

2

3

-

You probably will never ever carry out a hand calculation similar to above. So why
did we do it? Hopefully, we have given the reader a more intuitive feel OF
magnitude of each of the terms and how they change as one moves down the reactor
We.. what the computer solution is do~ng),as well as to show how the Levenspiel
Plots of (FAd-rA)VS. X in Chapter 2 were constructed. At exit, V = 2.6m3. X = 0.7.
Xe=0.715.andT=360K.
Computer Solution

PFR
We could have also solved this problem using Polymath or some other ODE solver.
The Polymath pmgrarn using Equations (ER-3.1). (ES-3.10)- (E8-3.7),(E8-3.11).
(E8-3.12), and (Eg-3.13) is shown in Table EX-3.2.

Wldt ~ ~ a t i waaf m
t ~t e d by the user
111 caa.9.3
I l l FaO- .9'?83

Living Example Problem

-

T = 330t43.3'X
t * 1 Kc = 3 M ' e a p ( + m 3*(r-339y(T339)))
I51 k 3 1 . l ' r x u p ~ ~ : ~ ~ 1 y r 3 ~ ) ]
t 6 1 XI W(1+KC!
( 7 1 m n -Ir'CsO'{1+\1+1IKc)'X)X)
I31

(01 rate a.ca
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Figure EB-3.1 Conversion, temperature, and reaction rate profiles.

h k at me shape
of the curves in
Figure E8-3.1.
Why do they look

The graphical output i s shown in Figure E8-3.1.We see from Figure E8-3.lta)
that 1.15 rn3 is required for 40%conversion. The temperature and reaction rate profiles are also shown. One observes that the rate of reaction

the way they do?

goes through a maximum. Near the entrance to the reactor, T increases as does k.
causing term A to increase more rapidly than tern B decreases, and thus the rate
increases. Near the end of the reactor, term B is decreasing more mpidly than term A
is increasing. Consequently,because of these two competing effects, we have a maxi-

mum

in,

the rate of reaction.

CSTR Solution
Let's calculate the adiabatic CSTR volume necessary to achieve 40% conversion. Do
you think the CSTR will be larger or smaller than the PER? The mole balance is

- Y~
Using Equation (E8-3.7)
in the mole balance, we obtain

From the energy balance, we have kquation (E8-3.10):

For 40%conversion

T = 330 + 43.4X
T = 330 + 43.4c0.4) = 347.3

Using Equations (E8-3.11)and (E8-3.12) or from Table ER-3.1,

Sec.8.4
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Then

The adiabatic CSTR
voiumc is less
than

the PER
vnlurne.

We see that the CSTR volume ( I m") to achieve 40% conversion in this adiabatic
reaction is less than the PER volume (1. I5 m3).
One can readily see why the reactor volume for 40% conversion is smaller for a
CSTR than a PFlZ by recalling the Levenspiel plots Tram Chapter 2. Plotting [FAo/-rA)
as a function ofX from the data in TahIe E8-3.1 ~s shown here.

1 The PFR area (volume) is greater than the CSII?I area (volume).
8.4 Steady-State Tubular Reactor with

Heat Exchange

In this section, we consider a tubular reactor in which heat is either added or
removed through the cylindrical walls of the reactor (Figure 8-3). In modeling
the reactor, we shall assume that there are no radial gradients in the reactor and
that the heat flux through the wall per unit volume of reactor is as shown in
Figure 8-3.

-9 41 lk
\

1

FM
To

LFIHr

X#H,

Fu

t

1 1

v

Y+3V

Flguw 8-3 Tuhular reactor with heat gain or loss.

8.4.1 Deriving the Energy Balance for a PFR

We will carry out an energy balance on the volume A V with
(8-1 0) becomes

14;= 0. Equation
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The heat Row to the reactor, S Q . i s given in terms of the overall heat tran
coefficient, U, the heat exchange area, AA. and the difference between
ambient temperature 7;, and the reactor temperature T.

where a is the heat exchange area per unit volume of reactor. For the tubular

reactor

where D is the reactor diameter. Substituting for A Q in Equation (8-.
dividing Equation (8-3 1) by Al! and taking the limit as AY -+ O, we get

Expanding

From a mote balance on species i. we have

Differentiating the enthalpy Equation (8- 19) with respect to V

Substituting Equations (8-33) and (8-34) into Equation (8-32). we obtain

Rearranging, we arrive at

This form of the
energy balance will
3is0 be applied to
multiple reactions.

"Generated" Removed
dT ~ A ~ H RU,a-V - To)
z F'CP,
- 7

which is Equation (T8-1G) in Table 8-t. This equation is caupled with
mole balances on each species [Equation (8-33)l. Next we express r, a
function of either the concentrations for liquid systems or molar flow rates
gas systems as described in Section 4.7.

Sec. 8 4
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We will use this form of the energy baIance for membrane reactors and
also extend this form to multiple reactions.
We could also write Equation (8-35) in terms of conversion by recalling
F,= FA,(@, + vjC) and substituting this expression into the denominator of
Equation (8-35).
PFR energy balance

For a packed-bed reactor dW = ph dV where pb is the bulk density,

PBR energy balance

Equations (8-36) and (8-37) are also given in Table 8-1 as Equations (TS-I€)
and (TRI F). As noted earlier, having gone through the derivation to these equations it will be easier to apply them accurately to CRE problems with heat
effects. The differential equatron describing the change of temperature with volume (Len,distance) down the reactor.
Energy halance
Numerical
integration of two
coupled differential
equatrons is
wqulred.

Mole balance

= g { x ,T)

must be coupled with the mole balance.

and solved simultaneously. If the coolant temperature varies down the reactor
we must add the coolant balance, which is

A variety of numerical schemes can be used to solve the coupled differential
equations, (A), (B),and (Cj.

Exarnpb 8-4 Butane Zsome&ztian

Continued---OOPS!

When we checked the vapor pressure at the exit lo the adiabatic reactor in
Example 8-3 where the temperature is 360 K, we found the vapor pressure to
be about 1.5 MPa far isobutene. which is greater than the rupture pressure of
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the glass vessel being used. Forhmately, here is a bank of ten partially insulated (Ua= 5000 kl/h - m3.K) tubular reactors each 6 m%ver in the storage
shed available for use. We are also going to lower the entering temperature to
310 K. The reactors are cooled by natural convection where average ambient
temperature in this mpical location is assumed to be 37°C. The temperature in
any of the reactors cannot rise a h v e 325 K. Plot X, X,,T, and the reaction rate
along the length of the reactor. Does the temperature rise above 325 K?

Solution

For ten reactors in parallel

h

1 = 14.7 kmol A
EAo
= (0.9)(163 h o r n ) X -

~n

The mole balance, rate law, and stoichiometry are the same as in the adiabatic
case previously discussed in Example 8-3; that is,
Same as

Mofe Balance:

Example 8-3

Rate Law and Stoichiometry:
with

[ (3607 11 '-'

k = 3 l . l exp 7906 T- 360

At equilibrium

Recalling ACp = 0, Equation (8-36) for the partially insulated reactor can be
written as
"Generated" Removed

dT = I A A H R ~ - U ~ ( To)
TF*OGA
where and CpI,= Z@,C,, = 159 . kJ/kmol . K, Ua = 5000 kJ/rn7 - h . K.
= 310 K, and AH,, = -6900 kllmol. These equations are now solved using
Polymath. The Polymath program and profile^ of X . X,, T, and -r, are shown
here.

r,

See. 5.4

Steady-State Tubular Reactor with Heat Exchange

Ia)

ODE Rlpw( (RKF45)

llvfng Evample Problem

Figure E8-4.1 (a) Conversion profiles, (bE temperature profile, and (c) reaction rate profile.

We see that the temperature did not rise above 325

8.4.2 Balance

K.

on the Coolant Heat Transfer Fluid

The heat transfer fluid will be a coolant for exothermic reactions and a heating
medium for endahermic reactions. If the flow rate of the heat transfer fluid is
sufficiently high with reqpect to the heat released for adsorbed) by the reacting
mixture, then the heat transfer fluid temperature wiH be constant along the
reactor.

-

Transfer Fluid
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In the materia[ that follows we develop the basic equations for a coo
to remove heat from exothermic reactions, however these same equat,
apply to endothermic reactions where a heating medium is used to supply h
By convention
i s the heat added to the system. We now carry
balance on the coolant in the annulus between R, and R2 and between V
Y + AI! The mass flow rate of coolant is m,. We will consider the case w
the outer ndius of the coolant channel R2 is insulated.
Case A Co-Current Flow

The reactant and the coolant ff ow in the same direction

The energy balance on the coolant in the volume between Y and (I/ + AV)

Rate of heat added
by conduction
the inner wall

where To is the coolant temperature, and T is the temperature of the react

mixture in the inner tube.
Dividing by AY and taking limit as AY

+0

The change in enthalpy of the coolant can be written as

the variation of coolant temperature T, down the length of reactor is

dT, - Ua(T- T,)
m, C p

Sec. 8.4
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Typical heat transfer fluid temperature profiles are shown here for both
exothermic and endothermic reactions

Exothermic

Endothermic

Heat Transfer Fluid Temperature Profiles

Case B Cowter Current Flow
Here the reacting mixture and coolant flow in opposite directions for counter
current flow of coolant and reactants. At the reactor entrance, V = 0,the reactants enter at temperature To, and the coolant exits at temperature To?.At the
end of the reactor, the reactants and producrs exit at temperature T while the
coolant enters at T
,.

Again we balance over a differential reactor volume to arrive at reactor
volume.

At the entrance V = 0 :. X = 0 and T, = G2.
At exit I/ = Vf .: T, = T,.
We note that the only difference between Equations (8-40) and (8-41) is

problem to find the exit conversion
and temperature requires a trial-and-error procedure.

1. Consider an exothermic reaction where the coolant stream enters at
the end of the reactor (V = V,) at a temperature TA say 300 K. We
have to carry out a trial-and-error procedure to find the temperature of
coolant exiting the reactor.
2. Assume a coolant temperature at the feed entrance (X = 0,V = 0) to
the reactor to be Tnz= 340 K as shown in (a).
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3. Use an ODE soiver to calculate X,T, and T, as a function of V

VI

Y

V

4

We see from Figure (a) that our guess of 340 K far T,? at the feed
entrance ( V = 0 and X = 0) gives an entering temperature of the coolant of 310 K (V = Vf), wwhh does not match the actual entering caolant temperature of 300 K.
4. Now guess a coolant temperature at V = 0 and X = O of 330 K. We
see from Figure (b) that an exit coolant temperature of Ta2= 330 K
will give a coolant temperature at V, of 300 K, which matches the
acutal T&
We now have all the tools to solve reaction engineering problems involving heat effects in PER for the cases of both constant and variable coolant
temperatures.
Table 8-3 gives the algorithm for the design of Pms and PBRs with heat
exchange for case A: conversion as the reaction variable and case B: molar
flow rates as the reaction variable. The procedure in case B must be used when
rnuItiple reactions are present.
TABLE
8.3. PFRIPBR A E O R ~ MFOR HEAT
Emms
A. Conversion as the mdion variable
A+B
I. Mole Balance:

2c

g,--r,
Llving E~anplcProblem

t.Rate Law:

dV

-r,=k,

FA,

C C
[ A .

3

--

3. Stoichlometry (gas phase, no AP):
c * = C A o t l-.qT

Sec. 8.4
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PFR/PBR ALGORITHMFolr WmT ~

C
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T

( Sm m ~ m )

4. Energy Balances:

R. Moiar flow tates as the reaction variable
1. Mde Balances:

Follow!ng the Algorithm

2. Rate Law:

fving Euarnpfe Problem
P b T-8.3

3. Stoichiometiy (gas phase. no 3P):

4. Energ Balance:

Variable coolanl
lernperature

9

s~~~~~~~
hlo?er

If the coolant temperature, To.iq not constant. lhen the energy balance on the cmlant fluid gives
= u~cr-T,)
Coolant:
(TR-3.39)
dl'
m,C,
where m, is the ma<%flow rate of the coolant le g.. kgtc and CS i< the heat capacrly of the

cwlant (e.p ,kJ/kghK!. (See the CD-ROM for the example< in the Chapter 8 Summary Notec and
the Pnlymarh Libra? for the cafe when the ambent lemperature is not constani.)
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TABLE8-3.

Cb

PFRIPBR ALGORVHMFOR HEATEFFECTS(CONTINUED)

Case A: Co~versiorias the Independent Varinble

with inittaI values

T, and X = 0 at V = 0 and final values: V, = -

Care B: Molar Flow Rates as the Independent Variabb

Same as Case A except the initial values are F,, and FROm specified instead of X at V =
Note: The equations in this table have been applied directly to a PER (recall [hat we s~rnply
W = phV) using the values for E and AHRxglven in Problem P8-2Im) For rhe L i r b i ~ E.romt;
g
Problem 8-T8-3
on the CD-ROM.
Load this Living Ewmple Pluhlem from the CD-ROM a1
v a q the cooling rate. Bow mte. entering temperalure. and other parameters to get an ~ntuitive
cummar! No+cr
of what happens in Raw reactors wtth heat effects. After carrying our this exercise. go ro th~
WORKBOOK in the Chapter 8 Summary Notes on the weWCD-ROM and anwer the quest

The following figures show representatave profiles that would result from solving the a h v e t
tions. The reader is encouraged to load the Living Example Problem 8-T8-3 and vary a nun
o f parameters as discussed In P8 -2 Im). B t sure you can explain why these curve? look the
they do.
Be sure you can
explain why these
curves look the
way they do.

&warn

T,
f ~ n 1 6 1 6 1eliOlhmrY:
e
raacllen m a PFR wlm
haat exchange

I

Example 8-5

%slaol

m

e

T,

m mum

sn a PW mth
MIaxch-

Wudsb*. T,
8xolhenc

Va~bln
\

mwlsrcurrenl

co.currmt

s m e m

marange

0xcMnge

Production of Atefir Anhydride

Jeffreys: in a treatment of the design of nn acetic anhydride manufacturing faci
states that one of the key steps ts the vapor-phase cracking of acetone to ketene
methane:

He states fuaher that this reaction is first-order with respect to acetone and that
specific reaction rate can be expressed by

where k is in reciprocal seconds and T is in kelvin. In this design it is desired to f
7850 kg of acetone per hour to a tubular reactor. The reactor consists of a bank
1000 I-inch schedule 40 tubes. We will consider three cases:

G. V. J e f i y s , A Problem in Chemical Engineering Design: The Monuflcture
Acetic Anhydride, 2nd ed. (London: Institution of Chemical Enginees. 1964).
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A. CASE 1 The reactor i s operated ndiaharicalll:
B. CASE 2 The reactor lr surrounded by a heat exchanger where the heat-transfer coeffic~entis 11 0 JEm2- s . K,and the temperature of the heating
medium, To,is consranr at 1150 K.
C. CASE 3 The beat exchanges in Case 2 now has a variable heating medium

Gas-phase
endothermic
reaction example
1 Adiabat~c
2. Heat exchange
T, I S constant

3. Heat exchange
T, is variab1e

temperature.

The iniet temperature and pressure are the same for both cases at 1035 K and 162 kPa
(1.6 atrn), respectively. Plotthe conversion and temperature along the Iength of the reactor.

I

Solution
Let A = CH,COCH,, B = CH,CO. and C = CH,. Rewriting the reaction syrnbolically gives us
At8+C
1. Mole Balance:

I1

2. Rate Law:

1

3. Stoiehiometry (gas-phase reaction with no pressure dmp):

1

4. Combining yields

-rA = kch

(E8-5.3)

To solve this differential equation. it is first necessary to use the energy balance
to determine T a a function of X.
5. Energy Balance:

/

CASE I. ADIABATIC OPERATION
For no work done on the system, *s = 0 , and adiabatic operation,
C'= 0 ), Equation (8-36) becomes

Because only A enters,

I: o;c, = CPA
and Equation (E8-5.7)
becomes

= 0 (i.e..
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6. Calcdation of Mole Balance Parameters on a Per lhbe Basis:

F -7,850kglh,
= 0.135 krnol/h = 0.0376
AO 58 glmol
1,000Tubes

vo =

5 = 2.037 drn3/s
cA,

V=

molls

5 m3 = dm3
I000 tubes

7. Calculation of Energy Balance Parameters:
a.

AH", ( 5 ):At 29&K. the standard heats of formation are

b. AC, : The mean hear capacities are:

See Table E8-5.1for a summary of the calculations and Table E8-5.2and Figure
E8-5.1 for he Polymath program and its graphical output. For adiabatic operation. it
doesn't matter whether or not we feed everything to one tube with V = 5 m? or
distribute Ihe Row to the 1003 rubes each with V = 5 dm". The temperature and
conversion profiles are identical because there is no heat exchange.

Adiabatic PFR

See. 8.4
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TAU EB-5.1. SWARY

ADMBA~C
O P w n o ~( m m m )

Parameter VaIues
ACp = -9 Jfmol K
cPA= 163 JImoVAIK
Vf= 5 dm3

AHb (T,l = 80.77Ilmol
CAo=18.8 moYm3
FAo= 0.376moUs

To= 1035 K
TR= 298 K

TABLE
E8-5.2. PULYMATH PROGRAM
ADMATIC OPERA~ON

OPE Report (R-451
Differential equations as entered by the user
r L 1 d(X)/d(V) = -ralFaa
[ 2 1 d(T)M(V) = -raq(-deNeH)l(fao'(Cpa+X'delCp))
Living Example Problcm

Expllcit equations as entered by the user
1 1I Feo = .0376
121 Cpaa 163

Adiabatic

endotherm~c
reaction in a PFR

(a)

Ib)

Rgure ES-5.1 Conversion and temperature (a) and reaction rate (b) profiles.

As temperature drops. so does

k and hence the rate. -rA, drops to an insignificmt

value.
'a80f a

Note !hat for this adiabatic endothemis reaction. the reachon vinually dies ow after
3.5 m3,w i n g lo the large drop in temperature, and veiy little convcnion is
achieved beyond this point. One way to incsease the conversion wwld be to add a
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diluent such as nitrogen, which could supply the sensible heat for this endotbei
reaction. However, if too much diluent is added, the concentration and rate wil
quite low. On the other hand, if too little diluent i s added, the temperature will 4
and virtually extinguish the reaction. How much diluent to add is left as an exe!
[see Problem P8-2(e)].
A bank of 1000 1-in. schedule 40 rubes 1.79 m in length correspond
1.0 m3 and gives 20% conversion. Ketene is unstable and tends to explode, whic
a good reason to keep the conversion low. However, the pipe material and scha
size? should be checked to lean if they are suitable for these temperatures

pressures.

CASE 2. HEAT EXCHANGE WITH CONSTANT HEATING MEDI
TEMPERATURE

Let's now see what happens as we add hem to the reacting mixture. See Figure EX-

Figure EB-5.2 PFR with heat exchange.

1. Mole Balance:

Using the algorithm: (Step 2) the rate law (E8-5.3) and (Step 3) stoichiomt
(E8-5.4) for the adiabatic case discussed pteviously in Case I, we (Step 4) CI
bine to obtain the reaction rate as

1

/
PFR with heat
exchange

5. Energy Balance:

POIthe acetone reaction system,

6. Parameter Evaluation:
a. Mole balance. On a per tube basis, v, = 0.002 rn3/s. The concentratio1
acetone is 18.8 mollm3 ,so the entering molar flow rate is

& = ,,u,=

(18.8

$)(2X

lo-'$)=

mol

0.0376 s

Sec. 8.4
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The value of k at I035

I
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K i s 3.58 s-\ ; consequently, we have

b. Energy bdlnncc. From theadiabatic case in Case l, we atready have AC,, Cp4.

The heat-transfer area per unit volume of pipe is

1

Combining the overall heat-transfer coefficient with the area yields
Ua = 16,50031rn-'~s.K
We now use Equations (EX-5.1)through (E8-5.6),
and Equations (E8-5.10)
and
(E8-5.11)along with Equation ES-5.I2 in Table EX-5.3 in the Polymath program
(Table E8-5.4).to determine the conversion and temperarurc profiles shown in Figure

E8-5.3.

I

3

YJ = 0.W1m = 1 dm"

II

We now apply Equation (8-36) to this example to arrive at Equation (ER-5.12). which we
then use to replace Equation (E8-5.8)in Summary Table E8-5.1.

with

II

Per tube basis

u,

= 0.002

m3/s

FA, = 0.0376 molls

Vj= 0.001 m 3 = I dm3
Everything etse is the same as shown in Table E8-5.1.

One notes that the reactor temperature goes through a minimum along the length of
the reactor. At the front of the reactor, the reaction takes place very rapidIy, drawing
energy from the sensible heat of the gas causing the gas temperature to drop because
the heat exchanger cannot supply energy at an equai or greater rate. This drop in
temperature, coupled with the consumption of reactants, siows the reaction rate as
we move down the reactor. Because of this slower reaction rate, the heat exchanger

I
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supplies energy at a rate greater than reaction draws energy from the gases and as a
result the temperature increases.
TABLE
E8-5.4. POLYMATHPROGRAMFOR PFR

W m

HMT EXCHANGE

POLYMATH Results
h r n p l e 8-3 ProdurUon a€Acetlc hnhydrlde nfL Heu hthnmge (ComumtTn) m - l c m .

~cv5.1.232'

ODE Rewd .(RHFdSl
Mtlerent~al
e q u a t m aa enbrnd by h a user
Ia ; dlXVdW) = .&w
l:- 1 d(T)ld(Y) ( U ~ * ~ ~ - T ) + R ~ ~ H ) I ( F & D * ( C P ~ + X * ~ ~ K : ~ ) )

--

E e k l e q u a m as enlorad by the ussr

Living Example Problcn

(11 Fao=.O31f6
[:I Cpa=163
13 1 delCp = -8
I 4 1 Cso=18.R
[ 5 1 To-1035
t 6 I & b= ~
aowcp'rr-298)
17 I r8 = -Ca0'3 5BCB%P(34222.(1K*lrr))*(1
.XJ.VOm,(l+K)
181 Ua-113500

[s]

Yam1160

WR with
heat exchange

constant coolant
temperature T,

vcamgl

~th?

(b)

(a)

Figure ES-5.3 Temperature and conversion profiles in PFR. Temperature and conversion
(a) and reaction rate ch! profiles In a PFR with conslant heating medium temperature, T,

CASE 3. HEAT EXCHANGE WITH VARIABLE HEATING MEDIUM

TEMPERATURE
Air will a l ~ obe used as a heating stream in a co-current direction entering at a temperature of 1250 K and at molar rate of (0.1 1 rnoUs). The heat capacity of the alr i s
34.5 Jlrnol . K.

For co-current flow
dT,
- = L1o(T- T,)
dl'

ni, C,,.

